
Suggested English Language Activities from Ms. Turtle 

For Senior Infants Ms. Wall and Ms. Hennessy 

Week beginning 4th May 2020 

                                                  Monday 4th 

Bank Holiday Monday. 

Enjoy your day and have a lovely week. 

                                                   Tuesday 5th 

Sing the days of the week song. Today is… Yesterday was… Tomorrow will be… 

Talk about the weather today. E.g. It is a sunny/rainy/windy day. It is hot/cold.  

Go to www.twinkl.ie/offer and enter the code IRLTWINKLHELPS to join for free. Talk about and describe the 

Zoo animals 1-10 on www.twinkl.ie/us-t-2547005-zoo-animals-display-photos  E.g. This is a panda. It is black 

and white. It eats leaves. It is cute. This is a snake. It is green. I like it or I don’t like it because… 

Listen and draw: Draw a crocodile, draw an elephant, draw a flamingo, draw a gorilla, draw a panda, draw a 

parrot, draw a polar bear, draw a rhino, draw a snake. 

Listen and colour: Colour the crocodile green, colour the elephant grey, colour the flamingo pink, colour the 

gorilla black, colour the panda black and white, colour the parrot rainbow colours, colour the polar bear white, 

colour the rhino brown and colour the snake green. 

Play the game I went to the zoo and I saw a… 

                                                  Wednesday 6th 

Sing the days of the week song. Today is… Yesterday was… Tomorrow will be… 

Talk about the weather today. E.g. It is a sunny/rainy/windy day. It is hot/cold.  

Talk about and describe the Zoo animals 11-20 on www.twinkl.ie/us-t-2547005-zoo-animals-display-photos  E.g. 

This is a giraffe. It orange and brown. It eats leaves. It has a long neck. It is cute. This is a monkey. It is 

brown. It eats bananas. I like it or I don’t like it because… 

Play zoo animals Simon Says e.g. Simon says be a giraffe, Simon Says be a snake, Simon Says be a Monkey etc. 

Play the game I went to the zoo and I saw a… 

Listen and draw: Draw a zebra, draw a hippo, draw a giraffe, draw a monkey, draw a kangaroo, draw a tiger. 

Listen and colour: Colour the zebra black and white, colour the hippo grey, colour the giraffe brown and 

orange, colour the monkey brown, colour the kangaroo light brown, colour the tiger black and orange. 

Watch an episode of your favourite animal cartoon e.g. Peppa Pig, Paw Patrol, Scooby Doo etc. 

 

                                                      Thursday 7th 

Sing the days of the week song. Today is… Yesterday was… Tomorrow will be… 

Talk about the weather today. E.g. It is a sunny/rainy/windy day. It is hot/cold.  

Go to www.rainbow.cjfallon.ie/#/ First Class Unit 10 At The Zoo. Click on all the sections of the Interactive 

poster and Listen to the story. 

Complete Vocabulary games 1 and 2. 

Talk about your favourite zoo animal and why you like it. 

Talk about a visit that you made to the zoo. or What you would like to see or do if you visited the zoo. 

Make some zoo animals out of playdough and talk about what you made. Use these to pretend play a visit to the 

zoo. You could also use play zoo animals if you have them at home. 

Choose your favourite zoo animal. Draw a picture of it and write 3 or 4 simple sentences about it. 

http://www.twinkl.ie/offer
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                                                       Friday 8th 

Sing the days of the week song. Today is… Yesterday was… Tomorrow will be… 

Talk about the weather today. E.g. It is a sunny/rainy/windy day. It is hot/cold.  

Play a game of zoo animal Simon Says. 

Go to www.rainbow.cjfallon.ie/#/ First Class Unit 10 At The Zoo. Click on all the sections of the Interactive 

poster and Listen to the story. 

Complete Vocabulary games 3 and 4. 

Look at the picture of zoo animals on www.twinkl.ie/resource/roi-I-50-animals-at-the-zoo-oral-language-

activity-sheet and ask your child the questions about the picture. 

Listen to the story of The Tiger Who Came to Tea on www.youtube.com/watchv=SsXtqJp8Az8 Talk about the 

story. What was your favourite part of the story and why? 
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